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I. Introduction 

A recent discussion of the Aharonov - Bohm (AB) effect stems 
from the· fact· that.multi valued wave-fun~tions (wf) are admissible in 
multiconnected space regions. It turns out that literal use of multi
valued wf (that is a solution of the Schroedinger equation in terms 
of multivalued wf) leads to the disappearance of the AB effect. It 
arises·only-if single-valued wf are used (see, e.g., /l, 2/ ). The fa
mous. Pauli proof of wf's singlevaluedness h·olds only ·in simply con
nected space regions. Thus, this ambiguity should_be resolved expe
rimentally. The earlier experiments /J, 4/ in which el~ctrons were 
scattered on the cylindrical solenoid are now generally considered 
as insufficient. The main reasons are bad asymptotics _of wf (due to 

,the long-range ·behaviour· of .the vector potential Cvp)), the nonzero 
return flux ~nd the magnetic field leakages (due to the finite 
length of the solenoid). This allows different physical interpreta
tions ~. experimental data (see, e~ g., lucid d::!scussion in Berry's 
paper 51 ). All these drawbacks are lacking for the toroidal sole
noid (TS). The short-range behaviour of vp (,...,,_, r-3 , see / 5,?/ ) 

· yields nondistorted asymptotics of wf. There is no return flux as the 
magnetic field is entirely inside TS. In the excellent experiments 

:performed by the Japanese physicists (see their description in Pesh
kin and Tonomura' s book /Bl ) the el ectro,n scattering on the impene:

, trable TS was studied, We shall refer to these experiments as Tono
mura's experiments (TE). The shift of the diffraction pattern was 

. obs'.erved there when the magnetic flux was switched on inside TS, Now · 
we briefly review the existing theoretical ap7roaches. In the im
portant paper by Luboshitz and Smorodinsky /g the electron diffrac
tion on TS was _considered in the framework of the Fraunhofer appro
ximation. Unfortunately, this approximation fails due to the condi
tions under which TE were performed. The adequate approach was deve
loped in refs, /lO,ll/. Based on this we aim here to give quantita-
tive description of TE, The plan of our exposition is as follows. 
In§ 2 the main computati'onal formulae are presented and conditions 
for their validity are discussed~ In§ J the intensities of the 
scattered electrons are given for different values of the magnetic 



flux inside TS and different positions of the registration plane. 
In§ 4 the subtleties concerning TE are discussed and their compari
son with theoretical intensities is presented. The short discussion of. 
the results obtained is given in § 5, In what follows we shall always 
use singlevalued wf both in the presence or absence of magnetic fields, 
in simply or multiply connected space regions. After a71, "The Aharo
nov - Bohm effect is real physics, not ideal physics" 121. As far as 
we know the present treatment is the first one which quantitatively 
treats the AB effect for TS, thus making possible direct comparison 
with experimental data. 

2, Technical Details 

The foll<.lwing wf /lO,n/ describes the scattering 
electron wave exp (ikz) on the impenetrable TS 

·v= ~xp(iv..i) + M) 
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(2.1) 

Here cA and 1<, are the parameters of the impenetrable torus 
<_p-ol\~+-t'l.---= Q!L (fig,l) with the magnet1'c flux <J' inside it; (j 
and '1., are the scattering angle and distance from TS to the obser
vation point P; w =kdR/r, wj_ and V✓J., are the linear combinations 
of the Lommel functions of two variables . ) 'l,. 

W-11,._~J;\1 L K-tt:tR\\{Ji!.~)~il\Qj-t. U1-L Kt;::R >k-(<A~R)si~e]. 

The intensity is given by the absolute square of V : 1-=- \ 1\[ j '2,.. 

We discuss now conditions under which Eq. (2.1) is valid, It was 
obt~ined in the framework of the Fresnel - Kirchhoff (FK) diffraction 
theory /lJ,l4/, It is suggested there that wf vanishes at the torus 
surface while outside·the torus in the Z=O plane it coincides with the 

. plane wave (exp (ikz)). Then, at an arbitrary point P wf is given 
by the FK diffraction integral. It reduces to Eq. (2. 1) if the follou
ing conditions are fulfilled: 
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I 

t 

K ( cA- R ) '>) 1- · (2.2) 

~ • ~ \ \-11 tJ L'..l {( ( ~:: \'-J.t./trz.). (2.J) 

In the experiment under consideration 1151 d ~ 2•I0-4 _cm, R=io-4 cm, 
K=2·10IO cm-l (E ::::: 150 keV), ll'e shall study electr~n i~tensities 
in two C :: const planes: 2-. = IO cm and 2- = 100 cm. To them there 
correspond va1~es of ~ equal to 4 and_0,4, resp. Then, Eq,(2,.3) · 
leads to the following restriction on 'sin 0 :. sin29 LL 'ff-" /4 for 
t: :IO cm and sin2 f}. Ll '2.,1"( for 'r =IOO cm. In TE the mea;u_ 

rements were performed.insid~ the s~ienoid's hole (x ~ d-R) ·and in 
the closest itS. vi_cinity. If we take. X..,cix. =2 (d+R)~ 6 10-4 cm, 
then sin e (~ X /Z) equals 6•Io-5 for l =IO cm and 6,Io-6 

max max. ( ) . . . 
for IOO cm, Thus inequality 2,J · is fulfilled •. Now we discuss the 
validity ~f · t_he FK boundary condition in TE, The special precautions 
were arrang.ed. in these experiments to prevent. the particle penetra
tion into the interior of TS· (where \-\ ~ Q ), According to Tonomu'xa 
/15·/ only I0~6 part of incident particles reach~s this region~ Thus 

impenetrability c~ndi.Uo~ '¾-f:: 0 on the torus surface is al s~ satis
fied. Further, approximation of wf by the plane wave in the part of 
the ?:: = 0 plane lying outside the torus is justified if a large 
number of wavelengths·is confined inside the torus hole, As in the 6 . . 
treated case K•(d-f\) ~2,IO· , the FK boundary conditions are also 

~ I 6/ ··. 
satisfied. Numerical investigations, 1 .· show that the FK diffraction 
theory works satisfactorily even if the wavelength is comparab.le with 
aperture dimensions. The condition.(2.2) doe~ not mean absence of 
diffraction phenomena. In faot, condition (2 • .3) defines the angular 
region where the Fresnel diffraction· takes place. u:'is essential 
however that lateral extension of the electron beam should exceed the 
obstacle dimensions. This faot has recently been admitted by Matteucci 
1171 who presented the excellent diffraction patterns for which the 
ratio of scatterer dime.nsions to the electron waveleneth'.'was of the 
order IOJ - Io4 , . 
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3. Theoreti~al Analysis of Electron Diffraction 

by Toroidal Solenoid 

In figs.2-5 there are shown typical electron intensities in 
the'!: =const plane. It turns out that-inspite of its aesthetic form, 
Eq. (2.1). is inconvenie_n't for practical computations. The FK diffrac
tion integral was evaluated by using the method suggested by Burch 
/la/. The error of this method is approximately J%. The.parameters 
R, d and k are the same as in TE: R=I0-4 cm, d=2•Io-4 cm, K=2-IOI0cm-1 

(this corresponds to the elect-r·ori energy E ~ 150 KeV). The values of 
a l=-Q(1l /~l) are taken to be O and 1/2. Thia does not mean the l~ss of 
generality· as the theory is invariant under the_ shift ¥- ';(fl'/;-

(n is an integer). Co~sider first.the case when the distance 2--
from the t::. 0. plane to the registration one is chosen to be IO cm 
(figs.2 and J). Vie observe a s:0011 value of the electron intensity in 
the shadow region (1 l.. :X: l.. J). For greater distances f;om the c 
axis. electron intensities are practically 'the same for 'O ::: 0 and 
7[=. 1/2. They oscillate around the value \WI~= i ._The amplitu
de of oscillations damps as ':f... grows. For ·-:J:.. lyinB inside the 
torus hole Cx · -L 1) the intensities for ¥-= D and Y .: 1/2 
differ appreciably "Cfig.4). Most of the'oscillations are in a counter
phase there. In fig~5 the same intensitie~-- ~e presented in the 
1 = I00 cm plane. Only one oscillation is ob~erved inside th~ torus 
hole. The shadow region is not so strongly pronounced as in the pre
vious-case (as it should be). In fig;6'there are shown intensities 
along the fl · axis. For this ca.st? Eq. (2; 1) is considerably simplified, 
and ·we have 

IYll, i - & • ~lh l \< ·~
1
\/~ \ 

1

] 

~ 

r I< ( ~+R \ -'TT t ] 
• e-OS l L\ l--

. - Ko\fl. •Si~(7; -116)• 

We see th~t maxima of ll\Jl'l- along the symmetry 'a.xis are macrosco
pically separated forl(::.O and°'(;:, 1/J,, . It is unclear however 
how to realize this measurement in practice. In fact, small value of 
the torus' hole (2 _),(M in diameter) and the finiteness of the detec
tor dimensions Will necessarily lead to the averaging of intensities. 
Due to the conservation of the particle flux these integrated in
tensities will be practically the same and they hardly could be 
resolved experimentally. 
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4. Tonomura Experiments 

In the preceding section we have considered the diffraction 
of a plane electron wave on the impenetrable TS. However, TE were 
performed in a slightly different form (f±g.7) • .An incoming electron 
beam is splitted in two parts. The first of them illuminates TS. The 
second part of the beam (which ia referred to as a reference wave) 
is directed to the first part by using electron optical system and 
they both meet behind the TS. As a result, the interference pattern 
arises there. The experiment.shows that in the space region II -
(where 1-V''!L:f interferences with the part ( 7!-~u_t- ) of the beam which 
has not passed the torus hole) the interference picture remains the 
same for any value of the magnetic flux Cf) • In the region I (where 
lfu .. t interferes with the ;art 1/{.,,_ of the beam which has passed 
the torus hole) the interference picture shifts with changing cp 

~ualitative consideration. The usual explanation proceeds along 
the following lines. Let us suggest that in the absence of the mag
netic field the wf ~-1\, and '1/fctr t, may be well approximated by the 
plane waves: 'll(i:1-1,,.:. ·tpOl!t::. Q_X~( i_K t:-) • Further, let the wave vector 
of the reference wave have the components 1< :x. = K-- • ~ ik d,., 
and \\1::. \4toscL- • Then1/1.tf:Q.xr [L'\-<ilxsihd-.+ -t;C~,Sd, ~]. 
In the absence of the magnetic field, we have in I and II: 1./fc) = 

= QX\')l,tt;)t- lif-u_t and \\\fo\2-=.1.·{i+C-Os.l \<:t..~i!\d.--
- 1-\ i·( 1-losJ. uhn the plane~ "".canst (where the measu~eme~ts are 
performed) the maxima of I \Vo\ 2,. are situated at X11. = [ 1, ftn, 
+¼.t·\1-CG~d..)]/~S.l'r\~ . The difference between them is AX~ = 

= 1,(( /-ASihdv . The presence of the magnetic field may be taken 
into account by the Dirac phase factor (see, e.g. /ig/ ): 

Vz~=\\fo!t ::0.Xp(i\,t)2Jt~f ~Q. ~ .A,t(':t1i)~-t), Here Jl7:-_ l.kl.. -e0 

is vp of TS. In s'ite of the same functional form this factor is 
different for ~i-- and ¼t(;- due to different values of ::C.. 
(see fig.l). Due to a short-range behaviour of J'.1i Cat large distan
ces .A1:~'l-}, see /G, 7/) the upper integration limit may be changed 
to+ 00 • As 5a<) .Rid. i equals <p if the integration axis 

-.io ,,r 
passes through the solenoid's hole and zero otherwise, then '1-'0ltl:- = 

= Q..".lC.\'l(iK'i:) and lf,h = expliti)-~~pllt'.fl'<() • This 
means that in the space region II the interference picture remains 
the same as in the absence of the magnetic field while in l 
\¥/Ii: t · { i tt.os (KY.:Sikck - X 1 ·U .. -c.o~J.) - l f(((] J . The 

maxima of \lv:12.. are at X~=:t~+1rro/K.$ih,cl,, ; that is the 
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Quantitative .consideration. To obtain quantitative re.sults we super

pose. wf tµ given by Eq.(2.1) with V-~ • The results of calcula
tions are presented in figs.8,9. The incidence angled..,. is chosen 

to be '2. \I' Io-6 rad. We observe that maxima of \ '4ft 'lf u;- / :i.,. are 
enough separated inside the torus hole. The intensities oscillate 

around the value 1 inside the shadow region (where \ '4f f is /JJllall 

and l V 'l.(_;- \ =-1 ) and around the value 2 out~ide the hole ( .X )' J) 

(as both '4'" and o/.'l.tf- are of the same order ( ~1) ) but with 
different phases). In the paper by Tonomura et al.. 1 / the incidence 

angle cl, was estimated to be I0-3 rad. For this c/.. and Z=IOOc.l¾ 

the computed int'erference picture is presented in fig,IO, Notice the 

scale on the horizontal axis: the shown interference picture is dis

played at the distance Io-2 },II',\ • From this fig,. we estimate the 

distance between the successive maxima ~ J. 2• Io-~MM while the 

shift of the interference ~icture (due to the magnetic field switching 
on) equals approximately half of this value (for o.:: 1/2). This 

0 
agrees ·with qualitative estimates given above (l:.Xi, ~ 

J.14 I0-3}\ k · , /1 ,:::,. · 1.~7 I0-3p~ ). This interference picture 

is re.corded ori photofilm. Theri, using a holograplly method the original 

diffr·action picture (that is d,iffraction picture· in the absence of a 

reference ·wav.e) is reconstructed. From the figures presented· in the 

paper by Tonomura et al. 1151 we estimate the distance between the 

neighbouring maxima ~ 0, 5 µ"'1 , while the shift of the particular 

maximum arising from the magnetic field switbhing on is Ll ~O,l..~.ti 
(for "t= 1/2), To compare with theory, one should know the distance 

1 between TS and observation plane. We did not find any informa
tion concerning this distance in all avo5.lceble publ2.cc>Uorn/8 , 15 , 
20- 221 treating this subject, From figs. 4-6 we find the diffrac-

tion pattern shift LI. :;::: o, 06 ),(Ji.I for Z=IOO cm and LI '.:::'.. 0,4 µwi 
for Z=IOO c~. Thus, the observation plane in TE should lie between 

these values of t: 

5,. Conclusion 

Three points should be mentioned at the _end. First, the diffrac
tion picture observed in TE is a superpo~ition of particular electron 

events. Under this we mean the scattering of a particular electron 

on the .impenetrable TS and its subsequent collapse at the registra

tion screen, In fact, the intensity of the emitted electrons in TE 

IO 

was so low that only one electron was inside the experimental installa
tion at one particular instant of time 18 , 231 • Second, the adequacy 

of the FK diffraction theory for the description of electron scattering 
is supported by the thorough analysis of theoretical and experimental 
diffraction patterns (see, e.g., /l4/ ). third, the recent communica

tion (Fink et al. 
124/) on the use of coherent point sources of 

low-energy ( ""-' 20-50 e V) electi·ons should be mentioned. According to 
these authors' claim the magnification up to 150000 times (comparing 

with that for the plane incoming wave) may be obtained for small di

stances betwe~~ the electron emitter and the object Under investiga

tion, This opens new possibilities for studying enclosed field effects, 
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qHCITeHHhlA aHaITH3 3KcnepHMeHTOB 
ToHOMYPbI 

E2-91-312 

aau ':fttcrreHHblH auarrtts 3KcrrepHMeHToB TottoMypbi · no rrponep

Ke cy~eCTBOBa.HHH ~~teKTa AapoHona - BoMa~ llHTeHcHBHOCT~. 
pacceHHHblX 3ne'KTpOHOB- norryqeua )];ITH pasirnqHblX 3HaqeHHH 

MarHHTHoro UOTOKa BHYTPH correHOH,IJ;~ H pasrrHqHb!X fIOITO)KeHH}I 
fIITOCKOCTH,H3MepeHHH. 

Pa6oTa BblfIOITHeua B Jia6opaTopHH Teope;rttqecKOH tH3HKH 
·oHJIH. 
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Afanasie~.G.N;~ Shilov V.M. E2~91-312 
Numerical'Investigatio~ of Tono'mura 

·Experiments 

The quantitative theoretical analysis.of Tonomura ex
periments testing the existen·ce of ·. the Ahar_onov - Bohm 
effect is given. The intensities of scattered electrons 
ar~ computed for different values of th'e magnet;ic flux 
and positions of the.observation plane. , 

The. invesHgation has'been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. . .. . 
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